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	name: Izzy Spencer
	job title: Undergraduate Civil Engineer
	team, office: Water Team, Birmingham
	question-1: What made you decide to apply for an Apprenticeship?
	answer-1a: During Sixth Form, I knew I wanted a career in which I could combine the three A Levels I was studying- Maths, Physics and Geography.
	answer-1b: I used to hear how difficult it was to get a job after graduating as the engineering sector is very competitive and how at University there weren't enough opportunities to practice the skills you learn in preparation for work. So I chose to apply for an Apprenticeship- you still get the degree, but you also gain valuable work experience too.
	question-2: What sort of projects do you get involved with?
	answer-2: The Water team is made up of both Wastewater and Clean Water and I have been fortunate enough to gain an insight into both of these. One of my first projects was to update water network models based on developers growth enquiries. The current project I am working on is based on Growth Modelling and is a Clean Water project. This involves looking at the current capacity of water networks, and calculating the remaining capacity to determine how many new developments such as houses and businesses can be supplied in the future.
	question-3: What do you like best about your apprenticeship with WSP? 
	answer-3: There are lots of things I enjoy about my apprenticeship. Everyone is very supportive, I know that if I am ever struggling with anything, whether that be with my daily job or with University work, there is always somebody happy to help. I also like the opportunities that are available, such as being able to represent WSP by visiting clients and attending STEM Careers Fairs. I am also a Future Ready Champion. Along side gaining a University qualification, I have the opportunity to gain additional qualifications too. I am currently pursuing Incorporated Engineer Status with the Institution of Civil Engineers and participating in the Urban Drainage Academy as well.
	question-4: What are you looking forward to / what is your next career step?
	answer-4: I am really looking forward to completing my degree at University, but I still have a few more years until then. I am also excited to complete my IEng professional qualification with the Institution of Civil Engineers at the end of my apprenticeship too. In the meantime, I am excited to expand my knowledge in Civil Engineering at University as I am able to learn about other areas of engineering that are different to what I do in my daily role at work. I am also excited to learn more about the Water Industry and engage in more hydraulics work too.


